XNDUSRXES

- GOLD MINES AND MINING

- - MOUNT MORGAN MINE (cont.)


33.55 Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Presentation of the... Institute... medal to J. Malcolm Newman, on Thursday, June 29th, 1961. Melbourne, the Institute, 1961. 11 p., illus. port. Also published in its Proceedings, new series, no. 125, Mar. 1942, 'Minutes of meetings', pp. x–xii. Senior Engineer for Mount Morgan Gold Mining Company. RML


3160 Barker, EE. Report... upon the advisability of operating the mine of the Mount Morgan Gold Mining Company Limited by open-cut methods. [Melbourne, 1927] 16 p., maps. To the Company. ML

33.61 Barry, Edith (Morgan) The authentic account of the early history of Mount Morgan; discovered by Edwin Morgan. 6 leaves. [1968?] Typescript. The author was the daughter of Edwin Morgan. JOL

3162 'Big foreign bid for Mt. Morgan'. Cutting from Courier-mail, 12 Sep. 1967, p. 1 - NL file. Bid by Power Mining Ltd. NL (Petherick)

3163 Bird, John Theophilus Symons, 1842–1932. 'Marvellous Mount Morgan. The mine and works'. (Sixty years in Queensland. no. 83) From The Capricornian, 26 Dec. 1925. (J.G. Pattison's newspaper cuttings collection. series 5, no. 17 - RDHS)
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GOLD MINES AND MINING

MOUNT MORGAN MINE: (cont.)


Certificate of transfer of 2000 Mount Morgan Gold Mining Co. shares in the name of Thomas Skarratt Hall. 1889.

Change room comments. Mount Morgan, Mount Morgan Gold Mining Co. vol. 1, no. 1, Oct. 1920-vol. 1, no. 6, Mar. 1921; ceased publication. "The works magazine of the Mount Morgan Gold Mining Company's mine and works".

Clark, Donald. AustraZian mining & metallurgy. Melbourne, Critchley Parker, 1904. [vi], 534 p., illus. pp. 265-294: 'Mount Morgan'.


3165
3166
3167
3168
3169
3170
3171
3172
3173
3174

340
INDUSTRIES

- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- MOUNT MORGAN MINE (cont.)


3178 Cunningham, F. 'Mount Morgan mine horses'. illus., Hoofs and horns, Mr. 1974, pp. 8, 10.

3179 Curle, J.H. The gold mines of the world, containing concise and practical advice for investors gathered from a personal inspection of the mines of the Transvaal, India, West Australia, Queensland, London, Waterlow and Sons, 1899. 317 p., maps, plates. pp. 211-217: 'Mount Morgan'. RML JOL.


3181 * Cutlack, F.M. 'Mount Morgan. 1', The Sydney morning herald, 11 Jun. 1927.

3182 Cutlack, FM 'Mount Morgan. 2. The jumpers. The fire and the miners'. Cutting from The Sydney morning herald, 18 Jun. 1927 - NL file.

3183 Dick, Wm H. The famous Mount Morgan gold mine, Rockhampton, Queensland: its history, geological formation and prospects; together with an explanatory account of the chlorination process for extracting gold from quartz ore... Rockhampton, Wm. Munro, [1887] 20 p. Originally published in The Daily northern argus, 1886. Contains criticism of misleading prospectus of Mount Morgan (West) gold mine. MOUNT MORGAN LTD. RML.

3184 Dick, Wm H. A mountain of gold,... origin, history, geological features, latest developments, etc. of the famous Mount Morgan Mine... Brisbane, Woodcock and Powell, 1889. 50 p., illus. CIAE (photocopy) MOUNT MORGAN LTD.


INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- MOUNT MORGAN MINE (cont.)


INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
  - MOUNT MORGAN (cont.)

RML

RDHS RML

CIAE


NL (Petherick)

3202 Hempenstall, Edward. 'The lady next door: address on Mt. Morgan to Christus Rex Luncheon Club'. Cutting from MB, 196-? - RDHS file.
RDHS

3203 Hungerford, T.A.G. 'Queensland's gold and copper bonanza'. National development, no. 6, Dec. 1953, pp. 16-23.


INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- MOUNT MORGAN (continued)


3209 'Mining claims of the original shareholders of the Mount Morgan gold field', QVP, 1886, vol. 3, pp. 113-121. "Jumping" cases.

3210 Morgan, Edwin. Letter from Edwin Morgan selling 1/3 share of Mount Morgan reef for £200, 5 Aug. 1882. MOUNT MORGAN LTD.

3211 Morgan, L., b. 1854. 'Pioneer lady looks back - how Mt. Morgan was discovered - her 80th birthday'. From Courier-mail, 12 Jul. 1934. (J.G. Pattison's newspaper cuttings collection. series 6, no. 4 - RDHS) The widow of E.F. Morgan looks back.


3215 Mount Morgan: the field and machinery; by a Special Correspondent of "Engineering". Rockhampton, printed at the Bulletin Machine Printing Office, 1892. 15 p.

3216 'Mount Morgan achieves aim of water supply today'. Cutting from MB, 1 Apr. 1954, pp. 6-7 - RDHS file.

3217 Mount Morgan chronicle and mining gazette. Mount Morgan, c1887? - 1919; ceased publication. JOL 28 Nov. 1913-26 Dec. 1919 (m.r.). ML 28 Nov. 1913-26 Dec. 1919


INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
   - MOUNT MORGAN MINE (cont.)

3220 Mount Morgan Gold Mining Co. Memorandum and articles of association;... Rockhampton, Central Queensland Printing Works, 1893. 46 p. MOUNT MORGAN LTD. RML.

3221 Mount Morgan Gold Mining Co. Memorandum of association... Brisbane, printed by Watson, Ferguson and Co., 1892. 7 p. MOUNT MORGAN LTD. RML.


3225 Mount Morgan Gold Mining Co. Rules and regulations to be observed by officers of the Company, to come into operation on the 23rd October, 1885. Rockhampton, printed at the "Argus" Printing and Bookbinding Works, 1895. 12 p. At head of title on cover: No. 30. MOUNT MORGAN LTD.

3226 Mount Morgan Gold Mining Co. Summary of details of plant and other particulars at each point of operation for Australian Institute of Mining Engineers, 1st Ordinary Meeting, 1910, Mount Morgan. Mount Morgan, printed at "Chronicle" Office, [1910] 16 p. NL

3227 Mount Morgan Historical Museum. A brief account of the discovery of Mount Morgan. £15703 single sheet. Typescript. CIEE RDHS JOL

INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- MOUNT MORGAN MINING (cont.)


3230 Mount Morgan Ltd. Minutes of meetings of directors 31 Aug. 1933-25 June 1964. 10 folders. Typescript. MOUNT MORGAN LTD.


3232 Mount Morgan Ltd. Mount Morgan, Queensland. CSydney, 1939. 177 p., illus. SL. VICT.

3233 Mount Morgan Ltd. Newspaper cuttings on Mount Morgan Mine. 1929-1957 in folders. Mostly from MB. MOUNT MORGAN LTD.


3235 Mount Morgan Ltd. Requisitions for authority to proceed with new work. Apr. 1936-Jul. 1953. 5 vols. M MOUNT MORGAN LTD.

3236 Mount Morgan Ltd. The story of the Mount Morgan Mine, 1882-1957. [Sydney, 1957?] 301 p., illus. ML


INDUSTRIES
| - GOLD MINES AND MINING |
| - MOUNT MORGAN MINE (cont.) |


3245 'Mount Morgan's future after mine closes', Cutting from MB, 9 Feb. 1972, p. 5 - JOL file. "Expected to close in about five years".


3251 Patterson, Benjamin Gilmore *A history of Mount Morgan Mine, and description of its geological formations with plans showing past and present workings and ore reserves*. Sydney, 1945. 16 p., 6 plans. Compiled for Mount Morgan Ltd.

3252 Patterson, Benjamin Gilmore. The Mount Morgan Mine: a history of its growth and development, compiled from existing records and unpublished information... [1927] 125 leaves, illus. Typescript.
- GOLD MINES AND MINING

- MOUNT MORGAN MINE (cont.)


3254 Patterson, Benjamin Gilmore. The story of the discovery of Mount Morgan retold. E19481 11 leaves. Typescript.


3256 Pattison, James Grant ("Battler"), 1862-1946. Early Mount Morgan. [1925?] 5 leaves. (His Typescript articles for newspapers. folder 7 - RDHS)

3257 Pattison, James Grant ("Battler"), 1862-1946. 'Early Mount Morgan': by Matrix [pseud.] From newspaper, 10 Dec. 1925. (J.G. Pattison's newspaper cuttings collection. series 6, no. 32 - RDHS)


3259 Pattison, James Grant ("Battler"), 1862-1946. 'Stirring chapter in early history revived by recent sale of mine'. From EN, 31 Jul, 1929. (J.G. Pattison's newspaper cuttings collection. series 4, no. 24 - RDHS)


INDUSTRIES

- 3264  'Power bid for Mt. Morgan direct to shareholders', ports.


INDUSTRIES

- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- - MOUNT MORGAN MINE (cont.)


3270 Reid, Elgin. 'Queensland's romantic mountain of gold: a girl told her lover the secret of Mt. Morgan'. Cutting from Courier-mail, 23 Jul. 1949, p. 2 - RDHS file.


3276 Richard, George Anderson, b. 1861. 'The great Persian oil fields: how Mt. Morgan men held the titles'. Cutting from MB, 18 Dec. 1934 - RDHS file. Typescript copy (18 leaves) JOL. W.K. D'Arcy, the Halls, Kelso King, K.O. Casey, A.J. Callan, E.V. Reid. "It was not D'Arcy's luck that saw him through all the difficulties... it was other people's loyalty... '"


3278 Ryan, James A. 'When a creek kept a mine operating'. (In the early days) Newspaper cutting, 19- - RML file.


3280 St. Ledger. A. 'Discovery of Mt. Morgan gold mine: the romance of its facts'. Cutting from The Age, 12 Aug. 1922 - NL file.


INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- MOUNT MORGAN MINE (cont.)


RML


DEPT. OF MINES, BRISBANE

DEPT. OF MINES, BRISBANE

DEPT. OF MINES, BRISBANE


RML QU


RHS RML

3292 Sykes, Frank W. A practical treatise on Mount Morgan: its history, past, present, and probable future; including account of the mines in and around Mount Morgan and also of the celebrated Tanganba Mine. Mount Morgan, printed by Donaghey, Eastwood & Co. 1888. 52 p. Mainly on the Mount Morgan Mine.
CIAE RHS RML

NL (Petherick)
INDUSTRIES

- GOLD MINES AND MINING

- MOUNT MORGAN MINE (cont.)


RML


RML

3297 'When money talked at Mount Morgan - glamor of the boom days'. *illus.* Cutting from The Sun, CSydney, 18 Oct. 1925 - NL file. Photograph of Phil Downer's shop which acted as the stock-exchange of Queensland for Mount Morgan shares.

NL (Petherick)

- - Photographs, etc.

The Mount Morgan Gold Mining Co. employed J. Hansen Lundager as official photographer until about 1910. From about 1910 until about 1920 Wham was the official photographer. Most of the photographs of the Mine were taken by these two photographers. After about 1920 other photographers worked for the Company with Wham.

3298 1883. Members of original Mount Morgan Gold Mine Syndicate. Photograph. 9x13 cm. b&w. Those identified are: E. Morgan, W. Pattison, K. D'Arcy.

MOUNT MORGAN LTD.

3299 1884. Original mountain. Houses with bark roofs in foreground. Photograph. 10x13 cm. b&w.

MOUNT MORGAN LTD.

3300 1884. Top of the mountain of Mount Morgan before it was cut. Photograph. 10x13 cm. b&w.

MOUNT MORGAN LTD.


MOUNT MORGAN LTD.


MOUNT MORGAN LTD.
INDUSTRIES
  - GOLD MINES AND MINING
  - - MOUNT MORGAN MINE
  - - - Photographs, etc. (cont.)

3303 1884-1910. 'The pictorial history of Mount Morgan'. From The Capricornian, 16 Aug. 1928, pp. 31-42 - RDHS file. 49 photographs, (Lundager) Views and portraits. And in (J.G. Pattison's "Battler" snaps collection. series A, no. 3 - RDHS)

3304. [1884-1909] Album of photographs of Mount Morgan Mine. 56 photographs [Lundager]. 31x46 cm. b&w. All identified and labelled. Photographed for Mount Morgan Gold Mining Co.

3305 [1886?] Early Mount Morgan mining. Photograph. 10x13 cm. sepia. Miners.

3306 [1886?] Loading horse team at Mount Morgan Mine. Photograph. (Lundager) 18x23 cm. sepia.

3307 [1886?] Mining at Mount Morgan. Photograph. 9x14 cm. sepia.


3309. Cca. 18861 Mount Morgan Mine. Photograph, 16x20 cm. sepia. With top of the mountain.

3310 [1886?] Mount Morgan Mine. Liggers, using hand equipment.

3311 [1886?] Prominent men connected with Mt. Morgan in the early days. Photograph. 9x13 cm. b&w. T.S. Hall, W.K., D'Arcy, F. Meyenberg, W. Pattison, J.W. Hall, F.B. Hall.

3312 [1886?] [Views of Mount Morgan, Queensland] [Mount Morgan, S. Lee, 1886?] 16 photographs. touched up with black and olive green and white. 7x12 cm. In frame. Would have originally been on folded strip between covers. Contents: Freehold tunnel. Miners at work.. Shaft, changing shift. Happy Valley, showing Primitive Methodist Church in the distance. View from top of Mount. Western part of Top Quarry. Miners at tunnel. First church - Primitive Methodist. Primitive Methodist new church. W. Allen's store. Diamond drill, Mount Morgan South. Mount Morgan West. Samuel Lee's bookshop. Scott's team at Razorback... Moss Vale, Miner's Gap... Bridge which had to be crossed to get to the first church.

RDHS (incomplete) RML
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INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- MOUNT MORGAN MINE

Photographs, etc. (cont.)


3314 1888. Employees at the Mt. Morgan Gold Mining Company... Photograph. 14x21 cm sepia. Group includes W. Brady. RDHS

3315 1888. 'The Mount Morgan gold field, Queensland'. 2 engravings. 15x18 cm. b&w. *Illustrated Australian news*, no. 393, 3 Mar. 1888, p. 45. 'Tamping, preparatory to blasting. The tunnels through the mountain.'

3316 [1888?] Mount Morgan, late 1800s. Photograph. 8x13 cm b&w. RDHS

3317 C. 18903 Walter Hall, Sir Kelso King, Capt. Richard. Photograph. 16x13 cm b&w. MOUNT MORGAN LTD.


3319 1896. [Christmas card] Folder containing photographs. Includes photograph of Mount Morgan Mine. (Queensland. Dept. of Mines) 8x11 cm. sepia. RCS

3320 1899. 'Mount Morgan township, Queensland'. Photograph. 8x12 cm b&w. *The Traveller*, vol. 10, no. 8, Feb. 1899, p. 11.

3321 C. 19001 Carlton House, Mt. Morgan. Photograph. 24x35 cm. b&w. Staff garden party. Used by the directors for entertaining. Later given to St. Faith's School, Yeppoon. RDHS

3322 1900. 'General view of a portion of the Mount Morgan gold mine and works'. Photograph. 14x24 cm. b&w. in, *Souvenir of the farewell banquet to the Right Honourable the Earl of Hopetoun, Governor General of Australia*, edited by Chas. S. Rutledge. London, Commonwealth Publishing and Advertising Co., 1900, p. 29. JOL SL.VIC.

3323 C. 19001 Iron Island. 6 photographs. (Lundager) 27x35 cm b&w. Contents: Iron Island with Tynemouth Island in background, looking due south-west from Marble Is. Jetty with Marble Island in background, looking west. Looking due west from Iron Island, with Tynemouth Island in background. Point of Iron Island, looking due north. Iron Island, situated about halfway between Rockhampton and Mackay... Quarrying material required for Mt. Morgan at Iron Island (RML)... cont.
INDUSTRIES

- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- MOUNT MORGAN MINE
- Photographs, etc. (cont.)

3323 (cont.) Used by Mount Morgan Gold Mining Company for ironstone. Mined and shipped to Rockhaapton in the steamers "Civility" and "Timaru".

3324 Cca. 19001 Mount Morgan. Glass negative. [Farmer] 12x16 cm. - General view.

3325 1900. Mount Morgan directors. Photograph. 25x29 cm. b&w. Those identified are R.S. Archer, Walter Hall.

3326 [ca. 1900] [Mount Morgan Gold Mining Co. works] Photograph. 28x36 cm b&w.


3329 1902. View of Mount Morgan works, featuring smoke from stacks. Copy photograph. (Lundager) 15x21 cm. b&w.

3330 [1904] Mount Morgan gold mine, Queensland. Copy photograph. 9x16 cm. b&w.

3331 [1904] Mount Morgan Gold Mining Co. Ltd. works. 7 glass negatives. [Farmer] 12x16 cm. 16x12 cm.


3333 1905. Craig & Thomson, builders of the smelters at Mount Morgan. With employees. Photograph. (Robertson) 16x20 cm. b&w. Mounted.

3334 Cca. 19051 Mount Morgan. View of the township and works from over creek. Photograph. 15x21 cm. b&w.
INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- - MOUNT MORGAN MINE
- - - Photographs, etc. (cont.)


3336 Cca. 19051 Mount Morgan, Queensland. Photograph. 8x20 cm. b&w. Panoramic view featuring mine works.

3337 1905. Smelters at Mount Morgan in course of construction. Photograph. (Robertson) 15x20 cm. b&w. Mounted.

3338 1905. *Souvenir of the golden mount.* Mount Morgan, S. Lee. 10 photographs, 2 leaves. 10x15 cm. Some toned red, some green.


3340 Cca. 19061 Dee River at big dam, Mount Morgan. Photograph. postcard. 9x14 cm. sepia.


3344 1906. *Souvenir of the golden mount.* Mount Morgan, S. Lee. 14 photographs (incl. 1 port.) 15x21 cm. "b&w."
INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- MOUNT MORGAN MINE

- Photographs, etc. (cont.)

3345 Cca. 1908] Mt. Morgan Gold Mining Co.'s works, looking west. Photograph. postcard. (Lee & Humphreys) 7x12 cm. b&w. Decorative border.

3346 [1908] [Mount Morgan views] : Postcard set. 3 cards.
MOUNT MORGAN LTD.

3347 Cca. 1908] [Mount Morgan views] Postcard set. 7 cards.

3348 Cca. 1908] [Mount Morgan views] Postcard set. 9 cards.

3349 Cca. 1908] Shaft house & engine house, inclined shaft. Mount Morgan. Copy photograph. 9x16 cm b&w.

3350 Cca. 1909] Album of photographs' of Mount Morgan Mine presented to His Excellency Sir William MacGregor, Governor of Queensland. 20 photographs. (Lundager) 29x37 cm. b&w. All identified. One dated 1909.

3352 [1909] Copper reduction works, Mount Morgan. Photograph. postcard. (Queensland. Tourist Bureau) 8x13 cm. b&w. With white border. On verso: "The average amount to credit of each depositor in the Queensland Government Savings Bank was £98.17.6d".

3352 [1909?] Souvenir of Mount Morgan Mine, central Queensland. Sydney, Sands. $31 p. 16 photographs. (Lundager) 21x23 cm.

3353 Cca. 1910 Greetings from Mount Morgan. 7 viewsl 7 photographs. (4x3 cm.) on 1 postcard, sepia. With decorative border. Dated 1911. Photographer: J. Hansen Lundager.
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- MOUNT MORGAN MINE
- Photographs, etc. (cont.)


3355 Cea. 1910] Main stack, Mt. Morgan Gold Mine. Photograph. postcard. (S. Lee) 13x8 cm. b&w. JOL


3358 Cea. 1910] Mount Morgan Mine and dam, Queensland. Photograph. postcard. 9x13 cm. col. Legend in white. JOL


3360 Cea. 1910] Surface buildings from Jubilee Hill, Mount Morgan, Q. Sydney. Photograph. postcard. (Falk & Wilkins) 9x14 cm. tinted. (Comet series. 591) JQL

3362 1919. Copper works by night, Mount Morgan. Photograph. 9x13 cm. (oval) b&w., in. Callinungal Shire. Album of photographs of Mount Morgan. . (MSS.844.7-716B - ML) M.

3362 [1920]- [Views of Mount Morgan Mine, district and personalities] Approx. 2000 photographs. negatives. 10x12 cm. Wan Green Studios, Brisbane., Woodslides, Mount Morgan, and other photographers for the Company. MOUNT MORGAN LTD.

3363 [1920]- [Views of Mount Morgan Mine, district and personalities] Approx. 2000 photographs. negatives. 6x6 cm. Wan Green Studios, Brisbane, Woodslides, Mount Morgan, and other photographers for the Company. MOUNT MORGAN LTD.

3364 Cea. 1927] Gold & copper mine, Mt. Morgan, central Queensland. Photograph. 16x21 cm. b&w. JOL
INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- M O W MORGAN MINE
- Photographs, etc. (cont.)

3365 1928. Mt. Morgan mine & works on cessation of operations, 1928. Photograph. (Wham) 28x107 cm. b&w. Panoramic view with different parts identified. RDHS

3366 [193-?] Mount Morgan mine. Miners and works. 3 photographs. 14x8 cm. sepia. NL

3367 [196-?] Mount Morgan open cut looking south-west. Photograph. 19x24 cm. b&w. JOL

3368 Cca. 1961] Mount Morgan mine and works. '2 photographs.. 12x18 cm. b&w. JOL

3369 [1970?] Mt. Morgan, C.Q. Aerial view showing the gold and copper mine. Photograph. postcard. (Murray Views) 10x14 cm. col. Gloss surface, serrated edge. RDHS

--- MOUNT RISSEN

Mount Morgan Goldfield.


--- MOUNT VICTORIA

5.6 km W.S.W. of Mount Morgan. Alluvial, gold.


--- MOUNT WHEELER

24 km. from Rockhampton, Cawarral Goldfield. Gold discovered 1868. 258 oz. nugget' found in 1869.

3373 Fisher, A. 'A game of chance'. [19-?] Cutting - RML file. The discovery of the Cadden nugget which started the Mt. Wheeler rush in 1869. RML


--- Photographs, etc.

3375 [1869] Nuggets found at Mt. Wheeler, Rockhampton. Photograph. 10x6 cm. sepia. RML
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- GOLD MINES AND MINING (cont)

- NEW ZEALAND GULLY

**Gold discovered in 1868. Cawarral Goldfield.**


**CIAE**


**CIAE**


**NL (Petherick)**

3379 'New Zealand Gully - goldfield of 70s - 1500 men on the ground'. From newspaper 18 Oct. 1932. (J.G. Pattison's newspaper cuttings collection. series 6, no. 34 - RDHS)

**RDHS**


- - Photographs, etc.


---

**INDUSTRIES**

---

Photographs, etc.


---

**0 M VIEW**

72 km. from Rockhampton. **Gold discovered by WS. Thomason in Oct. 1903.**


**DEPT. OF MINES, ROCKHAMPTON**


**DEPT. OF MINES, BRISBANE**

---

**PLEWS**

12.8 km. from Rockhampton, by Mount Morgan road.

3385 Denmead, A.K. 'Gold in the parish of Plews, Rockhampton district'. maps, *QGMJ*, vol. 36, no. 418, March 1935, pp. 78-80. "It is not expected that [the veins] will yield a large tonnage of ore".
INDUSTRIES
- GOLD MINES AND MINING
- - PLEWS (cont.)

3386 Reid, J.E. 'Mystery Workings (Hynes and Allen), Bouldercombe Road, Rockhampton'. QGMJ, vol. 36, no. 424, Sep. 1935, p. 305. Small reef.

- ROSEWOOD

Northwest of Rockhampton. Discovered in 1867 by Langstaff and Williams.

RHS RML

3388 'Great Northern Copper and Gold Mining Company, Rosewood (Correspondence), QVP, 1901, vol. 4, pp. 681-687.

- STANWELL

3389 Reid, J.H. 'Prospecting at Stanwell', QGMJ, vol. 39, no. 457, 15 Jun. 1938, p. 188. Drew "an unfavourable deduction".

- STRUCK OIL

Gold found in 1890s and again in 1903. Mount Morgan Goldfield.

NL (Petherick)

RHS

- TARANGANBA

Cawarral Goldfield. Gold discovered in 1885.

3392 The Celebrated Taranganba Gold Mine, Rockhampton, Queensland: its history, description and prospects. Capital - £1,000,000 in one pound shares, working capital: $133,000. Sydney, Samuel E. Lees, 1887. 35 p.
M.

3393 Jack, Robert Logan, 1845-1921. 'Taranganba Gold Mine: report'. map. QVP, 1889, vol. 3, pp. 559-565. "nothing has yet been opened out which is at all likely to pay dividends on the amount referred to in the pamphlet The Celebrated Taranganba Gold Mine, as the capital of the company". Also published as Queensland, Geological Survey. Publication. no. 50 - DEPT. OF MINES, BRISBANE.

3394 'The Taranganba mine'. Newspaper cutting, Lea, 18881 - NL file. Doubts expressed on integrity of "experts" who examined prospects. Unfavourable reports by R.L. Jack and W.B. Henderson. The latter said it was "absolutely worthless".
NL (Petherick)
INDUSTRIES

- GOLD MINES AND MINING
  - TARANGANBA (cont.)

3395 [The Taranganba mine] Newspaper cutting, Cca. 18881 - NL file. On W.B. Henderson's report: "the results of the assay for gold are described by the significant word "nil"". NL (Petherick)


- TUNGAMULL
  - Cawarral Goldfield.

3397 Saint-Smith, E.C. 'Recent gold discovery at Tungamull, Rockhampton district', QGMJ, vol. 21, no. 238, Mr. 1920, p. 104. Discovered by McFadden and Ellrott.

- GRANITE


- LIMESTONE


DEPT. OF MINES, BRISBANE


- MAIZE

3402 Kelly, T.K. 'C. Qld. maize yields can exceed 100 bus.' illus., QAJ, new series, vol. 93, 1967, pp. 626-627.

- MARBLE

INDUSTRIES (cont.)


3406 Pattison, James Grant ("Battler"), 1862-1946. 'Old meatworks days. From The Artesian, 2 Sep. 1919. (J.G. Pattison's newspaper cuttings collection. series 4, no. 24 - RDHS) Laurel Bank, Lake's Creek, St. Lawrence, and Gladstone meat works. RDHS


- CENTRAL QUEENSLAND MEAT EXPORT COMPANY


3411 Bennett, Mary Montgomery (Christison) Christison of Lamerwood, London, Alston Rivers., [1927?] 280 p., maps, plates. References to the Lake's Creek meatworks. RML
INDUSTRIES
-
MEAT
-
- CENTRAL QUEENSLAND MEAT EXPORT COMPANY (cont.)

3412 Bertram, Andrew, d. 1908. Overseas meat trade in the 80s, 189-13 5 leaves. Typescript. Address to the Rockhampton Chamber of Commerce, by former manager of Central Queensland Meat Export Co. Also read as paper at RDHS meeting 4 May 1955. RDHS

3413 [Central Queensland Meat Export Co.] Chronological history of the Lakes Creek Meat Works; compiled with valuable assistance from GW. Westacott and A. Gill from records maintained by A.H. Paterson. [Rockhampton, Record Printing Co., 1971] [12] p. RDHS RML

3414 Central Queensland Meat Export Co. "Fitzroy" canned meats are the best in the world. Price list. n.d. single sheet folded in 3. illus. on verso. RDHS


3416 d'Abbs, Peter. The Vestey story. [Collingwood, Vic., Australasian Meat Industry Employees' Union (Vic. Branch), 1970?] 50 p., illus., ports. Bibliog. Sir Edmund Vestey is director of Central Queensland Meat Export Co. RML


3419 The Morning bulletin, 26 Jun. 1971. Lakes Creek centenary supplement. 1871-1971. 20 p., illus. CIAE RDHS RML

3420 Queensland country life, new series, 17 Jun. 1971. Lakes Creek centenary... souvenir supplement. 24 p., illus., ports. RDHS

3421 Rhodes, Frederick Cecil, 1877?-1964. 'Lakes Creek Meat Works and its development'; by 'Historicus'. [195-?] 12 leaves. (Our history) Typescript copy from ME, 195-? RDHS

3422 [Ryan, James A.] 'Lake's Creek works: an Australian pioneer in the meat industry - first freezing works in Queensland...' illus., ports. Cutting from ME, 23 Jul. 1926 - RDHS file. RDHS
INDUSTRIES

- MEAT

- - CENTRAL QUEENSLAND MEAT EXPORT COMPANY (cont.)


Typescript.

RHS

3424 Thomas, Pete. The beef rustlers: what everyone should know about the meat industry. Fortitude Valley, Qld, the Author [for Australasian Meat Industry Employees' Union, Queensland Branch], [1969] 56 p., illus., Material on Central Queensland Meat Export Co. and Vestey's.

RML


Photographs, etc.


RHS Copy by Mervyn Dickson - ML

3427 [1883] Lakes Creek Meat Works after fire. Photograph. (Lundager) 10x15 cm. sepia.

RHS

3428 [1883] Lakes Creek Meat Works after fire: view including river. Photograph. (Lundager) 10x16 cm. sepia.

RHS


CIAE

3430 1884-1911. Central Queensland Meat Export Co. Photograph album. Approx. 95 photographs (mostly 11x16 cm. sepia)

CQME

3431 [ca. 1885] Lake's Creek. 7 photographs. (Australian Photographic Co.) 6x10 cm., 10x6 cm., sepia. New building under construction, No. 1 tramway to river's edge. No. 2 tramway to river's edge, Packing shed and tin shop. View of river looking toward Devil's Elbow. View of works. View of works (river on left)

RHS

3432 [18961 Lake's Creek Meat Works flooded. Photograph. 15x20 cm. sepia.

RML

3433 [190-?] Central Queensland Meat Export Co. The plant and office. 11 photographs. 15x20 cm. b&w.

CQME

3434 [190-?] [Staff outside the Central Queensland Meat Export Co. office] Photograph. (Perroux) 15x20 cm. b&w.

CQME
INDUSTRIES
- MEAT
- CENTRAL QUEENSLAND MEAT EXPORT COMPANY

Photographs, etc. (cont.)

3435 CQME. Staff, Rockhampton. Photograph. (Perroux) 15x20 cm. sepia.

3436 Cca. 1900. Central Queensland Meat Export Co., works. Photograph. 18x30 cm. b&w.

3437 Cca. 1900. Manager's residence, Lake's Creek. Photograph. (Lundager) 10x15 cm. sepia.

3438 Cca. 1900. The steamer "Orange Branch" at the C.Q.M.E. wharf. Photograph. 15x21 cm. b&w.

3439 Cca. 1900. [Wedding group outside C.Q.M.E. manager's house] Photograph. 16x21 cm. b&w. Very badly damaged. On verso: The only names legible are Dorrie Farmer and Geo. Symons.

3440 1908-12. Central Queensland Meat Export Co. Photograph album of machinery at works. Approx. 170 photographs (mostly 11x16 cm. sepia)

3441 Cca. 1910. C.Q.M.E. staff. Photograph. (Perrow) 16x20 cm. b&w.

3442 Cca. 1910. C.Q.M.E. Works with cattle paddocks in foreground. Photograph. 25x31 cm. b&w.

3443 1912. [C.Q.M.E. staff] Photograph. 11x16 cm. b&w.


3445 1917. Works staff, C.Q.M.E. Photograph. (Elite Studios) 19x24 cm. b&w.

3446 Cca. 1920. A Souvenir of Lake's Creek. Photograph. 8x30 cm. b&w. Published by Central Queensland Meat Export Co. Garden party.

3447 1924. "The meat industry: Lake's Creek Meat Works". 7 photographs, 9x11 cm. b&w. Cutting from The Capricornian, 8 Nov. 1924, p. 32. (J.G. Pattison's "Battler" snaps collection. series C, no. 8 - RDHS)

3448 Cca. 1930. C.Q.M.E. office staff. Photograph. 20x15 cm. b&w.
INDUSTRIES

- MEAT
  - CENTRAL QUEENSLAND MEAT EXPORT COMPANY
  - Photographs, etc. (cont.)


RML

3450 [1955?] Aerial view of Central Queensland Meat Export Company's works. 3 photographs. (The Morning Bulletin) 24x29 cm. b&w. One hand-col.

CQME

- LAUREL BANK MEAT WORKS

Opened in 1868.

- Photographs, etc.

3452 [187-?] 'First meat works: Laurel Bank, on the south side of the Fitzroy River, above Rockhampton'. 6 photographs. 7x11 cm. b&w. Cutting from The Capricornian, 21 Nov. 1925. p. 38. (J.G. Pattison's "Battler" snaps collection. Series A, no. 6 - RDHS)

RDHS

- MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES

Covering an 80 km. radius of Rockhampton, which includes the goldfields of Canoona, Cawarral, Morinish, Mount Morgan, Ridge-lands, Rosewood, Stanwell and Ulam.


RML


RDHS


RDHS
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INDUSTRIES

- MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES (cont.)


3458 Miner's right issued at Rockhampton to Arthur Back, 23 February 1930. single sheet. 11x21 cm.


3461 Queensland government mining journal. Brisbane, Dept. of Mines, vol. 1, 1900–; monthly. Includes wardens' reports, reports of individual mines, as well as geological reports which are listed here. CIAE vol. 1, no. 1, Sep. 1900 – DEPT. OF MINES, ROCKHAMPTON vol. 1, 1900 – RML vol. 39, no. 462, Nov. 1938; vol. 66, 1965–(incomplete)
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- Maps


INDUSTRIES
- MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES
- Maps (cont.)


PHOSPHATE


PINEAPPLES


SALT


3469 Central Queensland Salt Industries Ltd. Prospectus of an issue at par of 450,000 shares of 10/- each. Rockhampton, 1957, 22 leaves. Photocopy.


3471 Imperial Chemical Industries of Australia and New Zealand Ltd. The ICIANZ Port Alma saltfield. n.p., [196-] C33 p. illus., map.


SILICA

INDUSTRIES (cont.)

- SORGHUM

3475 Central Queensland Grain Sorghum Marketing Board. *Annual report*. Gladstone. CIAE 1972-

- SUGAR CANE


3477 'A trip to Pandora sugar plantation'. Typescript copy from *The Central Queensland times*, 2 Sept. 1882. Read by H.G. Simmons at RDHS meeting, 5 Nov. 1952. RDHS

- Photographs, etc.

3478 [1908] *Sugar-cane grown by white labour, central Queensland*. Photograph. postcard. (Queensland Government) tinted. 12x8 cm. White border of approx. 1 cm. On verso: "Franco-British Exhibition, 1908. Queensland is twice the size of New South Wales and eight times the size of Victoria". RCS

- TOURISM

3479 Australian National Travel Association. *Developing the travel potential of the central Queensland region: an industry appraisal*, August 1972. Sydney, the Association, 1972. 190 p., illus., maps. Cover-title: *Travel industry appraisal and recommendations: the central Queensland region*. Section on Rockhampton and references throughout. Recommends more tree planting and landscaping, a promenade road along the riverbank, a look-out on Mount Archer and a railway museum. CIAE RML


3481 *The Morning bulletin*, 1 Apr. 1968. Central Queensland tourist industry supplement. 16 p., illus., map. RML
INDUSTRIES

TOURISM (cont.)

3482 Queensland Tourist Development Board. *Report on the tourist resources of Queensland and the requirements for their development.* Brisbane, Government Printer, 1947. 103 p., illus., maps, Rockhampton and islands selected as one of key points for development.
CIAE: RML

3483 Rockhampton Regional Promotion Bureau. *Capricorn conventions.* Rockhampton, the Bureau, [197-] 57 p.
Brochure.
RML

3484 Rockhampton Regional Promotion Bureau. *Rockhampton visitor survey; prepared for firms and individuals engaged in the tourist industry.* Rockhampton, the Bureau, 1967. 6 p.
RML

JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF

3485. 'Administration of justice at Rockhampton (Petition of inhabitants of the town and district of Rockhampton)', *QVT*, 1871/72, pp. 329-330. Asking for a branch of the Supreme Court of Queensland. 670 signatures.

RML


3488 Courts and gaols. *[1975]* 5 leaves. Typescript.
RDHS

3489 'First Court House built in 1862'. Cutting from *MB*, 19--. RDHS file. Site of present Commonwealth Bank. Rockhampton was made an assize town in 1863.
RDHS

CIAE: RML


JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF (cont.)

QU DEPT. OF HISTORY

3494 Notice of removal of William Henry Abbot Hirst from the office of Judge of the Central District Court of Queensland, Queensland government gazette, vol. 22, 1878, p. 10.

3495 'Removal of Mr. George Lionel Lukin from Rockhampton to Maryborough (Correspondence respecting'), QVP, 1889, vol. 1, pp. 1041-1048. George Lionel Lukin, police magistrate, Rockhampton, incited employees of J.V. Face, bootmaker, to take strike action.


CIAE

CIAE RVL

LAND TENURE


3500 'Crown Lands Sale Bill (Petition of certain bankers, pastoral tenants, etc., in and near Rockhampton)'. QVP, 1866, pp. 1427-1428. Crown agricultural land should be sold at a low price and be of sufficient size. 215 signatures.

RDHS
LAND TENURE (cont.)


3504 'Gracemere Run (Petition of conditional purchasers of Crown Lands, and other residents in the Rockhampton and Blackall districts)', QVP, i.374, vol. 2, p. 539.

3505 The Great Northam Run Case: being opinions of the press in the matter of the runs of Ludwig, Dura, & Kilmore, Leichhardt District, Queensland; together with Report of the Supreme Court trial, MacDonald v. Tally. Sydney, F. Cunningham, General Steam Printers, 1871. v, 138 p., maps, From The Northern Argus and The Bulletin. The plaintiff was Peter Fitzallan MacDonald. Crown leases issued to others after being occupied for several years. Jury found for the plaintiff. Damages £16,926. But not paid because of "no money".


3507 'Pre-emptive right - Port Curtis (Petition in favour of)', NSWVP, 1858/59, vol. 2, p. 301. 15 signatures.

3508 'Proposed resumptions from runs in the settled district of Port Curtis', QLCIJ, vol. 25, part 2, 1877, p. 495.

3509 Queensland, Dept. of Lands. The colony of Queensland as a field for colonisation, with the advantages afforded by the new Land Act... Brisbane, Government Printer, 1868. 7+ p. p. 73: Rockhampton Land Agent's District.


3513 Queensland land League papers, comprising Letters addressed to the "Sydney morning herald", with editorial replies; also a letter on same subject from Sir Charles Nicholson. Rockhampton, Committee of the Queensland Land League, 1868. 18 p. The letters of "Sagittarius" (i.e. Archibald Archer) together with replies. Chairman of the committee: Mayor of Rockhampton.


3515 'Resumption of runs in railway reserves (Petition of inhabitants of Rockhampton)', QVP, 1877, vol. 3, p. 1223.

3516 'Rockhampton agricultural reserve', Queensland daily guardian, 26 Jun. 1861, p. 1. 'Announcement of sale of lots at $1 per acre.'

3517 'Tenure of northern squatters (Memorial from certain northern squatters concerning the tenure and rents of their runs)', QVP, 1865, pp. 1115-1116.

3518 'Tenure of the northern squatters (Copy of a letter from the government, in reply to a memorial praying the reduction of rent on runs in the Northern Districts, and an extension of time for tenure of lease for same)', QVP, 1865, pp. 1117-1119.

3519 Wilbraham, Arthur Bootle, 1842-1897. Correspondence chiefly with Queensland National Bank at Rockhampton regarding land at Rockhampton and investments in Mt. Morgan... 1887-1892. (Papers of A.B. Wilbraham. A3948 - ML)


- Maps


For many it will soon be a free service - city library is moving into a new era'. illus. Cutting from ME, 13 Dec. 1966 - RML file. Expansion in the School of Arts building.


Rockhampton City Council. Invitation to the official opening: North Rockhampton Municipal Library on Friday 26th November 1971 at 8.00 p.m. Card (folded) illus.

Rockhampton City Council. Invitation to official opening of the Children's Library, to be held in the Rockhampton Municipal Library, Bolsover Street, Rockhampton, on Friday, 8th September, 1950, at 4 p.m. Card.

Rockhampton City Council. Specification of the several works to be done and materials to be used in the proposed mezzanine floor in the adult Library at the School of Arts for the Rockhampton City Council. (1960) 13 leaves, plan. Typescript.


Rockhampton Municipal Library. Librarian's report. 1950-66; monthly. Typescript, RML 1950-66


School of Arts, Rockhampton, Catalogue of the works in the Library... Rockhampton, 1872?-1904?; ceased publication. RDHS 1904 RML 1872, 1890, 1904 (vol. 2) ML 1890, 1904 (vol. 1)
LIBRARIES (cont.)

3536 School of Arts, Rockhampton. *List of books added to the
quadrly. Superseded by Rockhampton Municipal Library.
*List of books added to the Library*.
RML Apr./Jun. 1945-Jan./Mar. 1947

3537 Stanwell Library. Register of books lent and returned.
RML

3538 *Zero in*. Rockhampton, Rockhampton Municipal Library,
1971-? For users of the children's library.
JOL Apr. 1971-

LITERATURE

Here are entered works of creative writing by writers from Rock-
hampton or with a firm connection with the city; and works about
these writers. Works by Rockhampton writers on other subjects and
literary criticism by them are excluded.

3539 'Central Queensland authors'. Cutting from MB, Jul., 1967 -
RML file. Report of RHS meeting 5 Jul., 1967, at which
paper by G. Westacott read: "More about our local authors".
On authors rather than literary writers.

3540 'Central Queensland poets'. Cuttings from MB, 25 Sep. 1943,
59, 59A - JOL) A. Forbes, G. Vowles, H.A. Birkbeck, Mrs.
T.H. Connolly, E. Tomkins, M.J. Wade, W.C. Crompton,
W.H. Robison, L. Fisher, C.W.M. Davidson, L. Fallaw, H.H.
Booth, C.M. Hardy, "Percy", E. Hill.
JOL

3541 Hadgraft, Cecil Huddlestone. *Queensland and its writers*:
100 years, 100 authors! Brisbane, University of Queens-
CIAE RML

Harrap, 1930. 269 p. pp. 186-212: 'The Rockhampton group',
i.e. A. Forbes, H.A. Birkbeck, W. Robison, H.H. Booth, L.
Fisher, L. Fallaw and G.H. Rogers. The author was Head-
master of Rockhampton Grammar School, 1912-1935. "If we
take style into account as well as penetration and judg-
ment, then we have some grounds for thinking his *Queens-
zand poets* the best single volume of Australian criticism
that has so far been produced" - C.H. Hadgraft (3541) p.
115.
CIAE RHS RML

3543 'Rockhampton's writers and poets'. Cuttings from MB, 14 and
15 Nov. 1961 - RHIS, RML files. Report of RHIS meeting,
8 Nov. 1961, at which paper by G. Westacott read: "Rock-
hampton authors of the past". The second of the two ar-
ticles mentions A. Forbes, H.A. Birkbeck, H.A. Kellow, W.H.
Robison, H.H. Booth, L. Fallaw, G.H. Rogers, L. Fisher, G.
E. McKay, S. Porteous, C. Hadgraft.
RHIS RML
LITERATURE (cont.)


- Collections


3548 *Entry removed.*

- BIRKRECK, HENRY ANGEL, 1850-1882

Son of early pastoralist of "Glermore".

3549 Hornibrook. p. 6.

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE


- BOOTH, HEBER HEDLEY ("Opal"), 1864-1936.

"Transferred to Rockhampton and remained in the central district from 1882 to 1898" - H.A. Kellow (3542), p. 191.

3551 Hornibrook. p. 9.

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

The contents of 3552 are not repeated as such in this section.


BRAND, MONA ALEXIS, b. 1915.

Educated at Rockhampton Girls' Grammar School.

3554 Hornibrook. p. 10.


- WORKS - COLLECTIONS


- WORKS - PLAYS, COLLECTED


CIAE RML


RML
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LITERATURE

- BRAND, MONA ALEXIS, b. 1915 (cont.)

- WORKS - PLAYS, SINGLE

The following plays were performed but not published: - Out of communion, 1955; Hold the line, 1959; On stage Vietnam, 1967; Going, going, gone, 1968-69. The contents of 3557 and 3559 are not repeated as such in this section.


ML

3561 Review by Patricia Laird, Australasian small press review, no. 2, 1975, p. 47. Recommends for class production

3562 'Going, going, gone!...

ML


ML

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


- Sale ad. Parrots. "Where are those thine accusers?" White heels. To a poet.

ML


ML


ML
The contents of 3565–3566 are not repeated as such in this section.


3570 'The civilized', Bohemia, Apr. 1940, p. 6; Dawnfire: selections from some modern poets. Thornbury, Vic., John Cremin, [1941?] p. 54.


3573 'Man's destiny', in, Dawnfire: selections from some modern poets. Thornbury, Vic., John Cremin, [1941?] p. 57.


3575 'My song', in, Dawnfire: selections from some modern poets. Thornbury, Vic., John Cremin, [1941?] pp. 50–51.


3577 'Panorama', in, Dawnfire: selections from some modern poets. Thornbury, Vic., John Cremin, [1941?] p. 49.

3578 'Seashore', Jindyworobak anthology, 1944, pp. 63–64.


3581 'Sonnet for a Sunday', Overland, no. 54, autumn 1974, p. 60.


3583 'This night', in, Dawnfire: selections from some modern poets. Thornbury, Vic., John Cremin, [1941?] p. 52.

3584 Thou thine ancestors', Poetry, CMelbourne, no. 1, 1941, pp. 21–22.


3586 'Tomorrow', Jindyworobak anthology, 1944, pp. 32–33.
LITERATURE

- BRAND, MONA ALEXIS, b. 1915

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE (cont.)


3589 "Young mother", Jindyworobak anthology, 1947, pp. 61-62.

- WORKS - SHORT STORIES, SINGLE

The contents of 3556 are not repeated as such in this section.


- COUGHERAN, P., H. HELEN

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED

3592 The wreck of the Rockhampton Mail, and other verses...

- CRAIG, ALEXANDER, fl. 1876.

"Mr. A. Craig" was traffic manager, Rockhampton Railway Station in 1875 - Town and country journal (5532), 13 Feb. 1875, p. 260.

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

3593 'Lines on the new railway camp at Dingo Creek'; and 'Happy thought?'. Cutting from MB, 1876 - RDHS file. Signed A.C. and attributed by the editor to Alexander Craig, RDHS

- DAVIDSON, CHRISTOPHER WILLIAM MONTGOMERIE, 1874-1921

Doctor practising in Rockhampton.

3594 Hornibrook, pp. 19-20.

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

3595 "To one of them." Rockhampton, [1908] 6 p. Issued privately. Unable to trace any location. Source: Hornibrook (3594)
FALLAW, LANCE, 1876-1959

On the literary staff of The DaiZy record, 1908-1910.


WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


RML


RML


JOL ML

3603 - Reviewed by R.A. Broinowski. The Spinner, vol. 2, no. 3, Mar. 1926, pp. 47-48. "He is most eloquent in his short poems...; the quiet songs of this collection will appeal to many".
LITERATURE

- FALLAW, LANCE, 1876-1959 (cont.)

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGULAR

The contents of 3599-3602 are not repeated as such in this section.


3610 'The lost vanguard'. The Lone hand, Feb. 1912, p. 269.


- FISHER, LALA (i.e. Mary Lucy Fisher) (Richardson) (Mrs. Francis George Fisher), 1872-1929.

Born and grew up in Rockhampton. The daughter of A.J. Richardson, the surveyor. "Among a quantity of commonplace verse, two or three poems in her last book [3619] give her a place here, one especially, "Secret"... - H.M. Green (5277a), vol. 1, p. 449.

3613 "Fisher, Lala (i.e. Mary Lucy Fisher) (Richardson (Mrs. Francis George Fisher), 1872-1929. Letters (11) to A.G. Stephens... 6 Jan. 1894-24 Jul. 1922... (Hayes mss. collection 2/979-989)

QU

3614 Hornibrook. p. 25.

3615 'Lala Fisher - a poetess: an appreciation'; by F.O.N., The Queenslander, 4 Apr. 1929.


- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


383
- FISHER, LALA (i.e. Mary Lucy Fisher) (Richardson) (Mrs. Francis George Fisher), 1872-1929.

- WORKS - POEME, COLLECTED (cont.)


JOL QU


JOL ML


JOL autographed copy contains another poem: As we ourselves make it (signed by author) on endpapers; also press reviews. Also obituary from The Queen, and portrait.

RDHS RML JOL

384
LITERATURE

- FISHER, LALA (i.e. Mary Lucy Fisher) (Richardson) (Mrs. Francis George Fisher), 1872-1929.

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED (cont.)

ML

ML

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

The contents of 3617-3624 are not repeated as such in this section.

3625 'Babes', Steele Rudd's magazine, vol. 1, no. 5, May 7, 1904, p. 31.

3626 'Day and night', Steele Rudd's magazine, vol. 1, no. 7, Jul. 1904, p. 15.


3632 'Love's trysting place', The Buzzetin, CSydney1, 24 Sep. 1903, p. 13.


LITERATURE

- FISHER, LALA (i.e. Mary Lucy Fisher) (Richardson) (Mrs. Francis George Fisher), 1872-1929 (cont.)

- WORKS - SHORT STORIES, SINGLE

3636 'Beatrice'. Photocopy from SteeZe Rudd's magazine. vol. 2, no. 10, Nov. 1905, pp. 932-935.
RML


- FORBES, ALEXANDER (i.e. William Anderson Forbes), 1839-1879.

"Well known in the Rockhampton district as Alick the Poet" - J.H. Hornibrook (3640). "Forbes wrote rough vigorous verse; he was the first to catch the atmosphere of the bush and mirror the adventure and experience of swagmen, miners, shepherds and other country workers" - E.M. Miller (5301) vol. 1, pp. 170-171.

3639 Forbes, Archibald. Souvenirs of some continents. London, Macmillan, 1894. 332 p. pp. 290-305: 'A poet waif'. Visited Rockhampton and read his brother, Alexander Forbes' Voices from the bush. Searched out his brother's career - "a wrecked life and a premature death" - but loved by all as "Alick, the poet". "The Voices are very unequal, but they are very genuine. They have a wistful haunting plaintiveness". Reprints some of 'The Shepherd's grave', 'No. 2 reef before crushing', 'After crushing', 'The Shepherd's New Year's Day', 'For alcohol', 'The Digger's burial'.
CIAE RML JOL NL


CIAE RML

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED

... cont.

386
LITERATURE

- FORBES, ALEXANDER (i.e. William Anderson Forbes), 1839-1879.

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED (cont.)

3642 Voices from the bush (cont.) An appeal to the butcher. The mullet's walk. The mullet's requiem. The death of Halligan. RHSP (Typescript copy) RML ML

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE


3643a 'Morinish', EN, 8 Aug. 1868, p. C31

3643b 'The iron duke', EN, 9 Sep. 1868, p. C31


3644a 'The opening of the new machine', EN, 19 Aug. 1868, p. C31


- HARDY, CAROLINE EMILY, 1858-1937


3647 Hornibrook. p. 33.

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

3648 Hardy, Caroline Emily, 1858-1937. Lines on our trip in the R.M.S. "Otway", from Brisbane to London, begun 2nd April 1913, and continued. Mt. Morgan, 1913. 9 leaves (unbound) JOL

- HAY, ROBERT GORDON, b. 1933

Senior lecturer, Dept. of Arts, Capricornia Institute of Advanced Education.


- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE


LITERATURE

- Hay, Robert Gordon, b. 1933
- Works - Poems, Single (cont.)

3653 'Apology', *New poetry*, vol. 7, no. 9, Sep. 1960, p. 16.
3654 'As I said to Heraclitus or was it Aristotle', *The Australzia*, 27 Apr. 1968, p. 13.
3659 'Experience', *New poetry*, vol. 7, no. 6, June 1960, p. 8.
3663. 'Interpretation', *Galmahra*, new series, 1950, p. 43.
3664 'Land that I love', *Overland*, no. 15, winter 1959, p. 37.
3665 'Little boys', *Southerly*, 1961, no. 1, p. 34.
3671 'On reading philosophy', *New poetry*, vol. 9, no. 3, Jan. 1962, p. 5.
3672. 'Petition', *Overland*, no. 13, summer 1959, p. 15.
3674 'Poem: I picked up a shell..."', *Australian letters*, vol. 1, no. 4, Nov. 1956, p. 41.
3675 'Poem: Oh, Hephaestus, let them go...', *Australian letters*, vol. 2, no. 2, Aug. 1959, p. 34.
3676. Poem: "One fits one's moods to the season lady. "", *Australian letters*, vol. 2, no. 4, Mar. 1960, p. 32.
LITERATURE

- HAY, ROBERT GORDON, b. 1933

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE (cont.)

3677 'Poem: To say the end...', *Australian letters*, vol. 6, no. 1, Oct. 1963, p. 50.

3678 'Poem: Transported into that dreamtime of mythology', *New poetry*, vol. 6, no. 3, Mar. 1959, p. 9.

3679 'Poems', [Title], *New poetry*, vol. 7, no. 6, Jun. 1960, p. 11.


3683 'Say gull and then', *Australian letters*, vol. 1, no. 1, Oct. 1961, p. 47.


3685 'Sir Isaac', *Southerly*, no. 4, 1958, p. 223.


3687 'spring's first full moon', *Overland*, no. 17, autumn 1960, p. 22.

3688 *Summum bonum*, *New poetry*, vol. 7, no. 9, Sep. 1960, p. 15.

3689 'Three poems': [Yes, well I'll be honest; Given time they might have grown; And afterwards with tousled hair...]., *Makar*, Oct. 1963, p. 7.


3693 'To my son', *Southerly*, 1959, no. 1, p. 37.


3696 'Two poems': "YOU are my perfect symbol...", "The world may provide an infinite array...", *Makar*, no. 18, May. 1964, p. 13.
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HILL, ERNESTINE (Hemings), 1899-1972

Born in Rockhampton - C.H. Hadgraft (35h1) ; and attended convent in North Rockhampton - J.H. Hornibrook (3708)

3702 The BuZzetin, CSydneyl, 20 Apr. 1960, p. 5½. Incorrectly says that she was born in Brisbane.


3704 Connah, Margaret. 'Vale! Ernestine Hill'. Scope, Sep. 1972, pp. 1-2. Says that she was born in Brisbane.


3706 *'Death of Ernestine Hill, the wanderer'. The Sydney morning herald, 23 Aug. 1972, p. 9. Source: Fryer Library card index to Australian literature.

3707 *Hill, Ernestine (Hemings), 1899-1972. Letter 6 Apr. 1938 to Edward Leo Hayes thanking him for appreciation expressed. (Hayes mss. collection 2/1258)

3708 Hornibrook. p. 35.

3709 Lane, Mary L. 'To Ernestine Hill', Scope, Oct. 1972, p. 4.


RML

- WORKS - NOMHS

3714 *My Zove rZsZ wait: the story of Matthew Flinders*. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1941. 467 p.


NL
LITERATURE

- HILL, ERNESTINE (Hemmings), 1899-1972

- WORKS - NOVELS (cont. I)


CIAE


- WORKS - PLAYS, SINGLE


- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

The contents of 3721 are not repeated as such in this section.


3724 'Humoresque: a gypsy dance', *Steele Rudd's annual*, 1917, p. xvi.


- WORKS - SHORT STORIES, SINGLE


391
LITERATURE (cont.)

- HOUSE, MARY (Hewitt) (Mrs. Charles House), 1875-1950

  Lived in the Dawson Valley and in Rockhampton, 1938-1950. A minor, prolific poet. Many of her poems were first published in CQH, between 3 December 1931 and 10 March 1938.

  3729 Hornibrook. p. 37.

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


JOL M.

- JOHNSON, RICHARD CECIL, 1888-1972

  Born in Rockhampton then spent most of his life at Gracemere.

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


- cont.

- LILLEY, MERV, b. 1919

Born in Rockhampton and wrote freelance for CQH as a young man. "Merv Lilley [and others]... wrote unselfconsciously about the Australian bush in a way that would have mystified the Jindyworobaks. The published work of these three contains some of our finest, most powerful bush lyrics" - Peter Ward, The Australian, 28/29 Apr. 1979, Magazine, p. 10.


- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED
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LITERATURE

- LILLEY, MERV. b. 1919
- - WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED (cont.)

CIAE RML

QU

QU ML

- - WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

The contents of 3733-3735 are not repeated as such in this section.


3738 'Bound for Darling Harbour', *Singabout*, vol. 1, no. 1, Summer 1956, p. 15.

3739 'Brumby Jones', *Westerly*, 1964, no. 1, p. 25.

3740 'Cane killed Abel'; music Chris Kempster, *Singabout*, vol. 1, no. 1, summer 1956, p. 3.
LITERATURE

- LILLEY, MERV. b. 1919

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE (cont.)

3743 'Defiance (from Port Hedland)', The Realist, new series, no. 1, 1961, pp. 39-41.
3745 'The farmer up a tree', Singabout, vol. 1, no. 1, summer 1955, p. 10.
3747 'Going ashore', in, Sandgropers: a Western Australian anthology; editor Dorothy Hewett. Nedlands, W.A., University of Western Australia Press for Fellowship of Australian Writers, WA. Section, 1973. pp. 64-78.
3750 'The lost word', Westerly, 1961, no. 2, p. 35.
3754 'On holiday', Westerly, 1969, no. 1, p. 29.
3755 'Spell o spell', The Realist, new series, no. 8, May 1962, p. 18.
3756 'We gave a fair go', Singabout, vol. 1, no. 1, summer 1956, p. 11.
3757. 'Wedges and mall', The Realist, new series, no. 13, Nov. 1963, p. 22.

- WORKS - SHORT STORIES, SINGLE

3759 'Bush meeting-prewar', Overland, no. 8, spring, 1956, p. 27.
3761 'Sailing five pm', Westerly, 1960, no. 3, pp. 17-21.
3762 'some star of courage', Overland, no. 32, 1965, pp. 5-8.
3763 'Underneath the hatches', Westerly, 1961, no. 1, pp. 32-35.
LITERATURE (cont.)

- McKAY, GLADYS EDITH

Born and educated in Rockhampton (3765)


- - WORKS - NOVELS

3766 *The house of Winston Blaker.* 493 leaves. Typescript. (Hayes mss. collection 2/1659)


- - WORKS - SHORT STORIES, SINGLE

Written under the pseudonym of E, Dithmack,

3772 'Appreciation', *Memjin,* vol. 15, no. 2, winter 1956, pp. 142-150.
3773 'Beautiful white duck', *Coast to coast,* 1947, pp. 12-21.
3774 'Bluff', *The Buzzetin,* [Sydney], 16 Apr. 1941, p. 5.
LITERATURE

- **McKay, Gladys Edith**

WORKS - SHORT STORIES, SINGLE (cont.)


3785 'I'll take you home, Kathleen', *Coast to coast*, 1948, pp. 110-119.


3791 'The selling of hungry Herbert', *Meanjin*, vol. 11, no. 1, autumn 1952, pp. 17-22; *Coast to coast, 1951/52*, pp. 53-58.


3793 'Storm', *Coast to coast*, 1943, pp. 134-146. First published in *Home*.

- **Mackenzie, Eric**

"I... live in Parramatta Gaol. My birthplace is Rockhampton, ... though the inhabitants don't like to be reminded. I went to some irrelevant school..." (3795)


WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


RML

WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

The contents of 3795 are not repeated as such in this section.

LITERATURE

- **MACKENZIE, ERIC**

- **WORKS**

  - **POEMS, SINGLE** (cont.)


3799 'Where eels lie down: (a woman convict's lament, 1838)', *The Australian*, 3 May 1975, p. 21.

- **McLENNAN, LEX, 1909-1969**

  Writer of bush verse. Regular contributor to *The Central Queensland herald*, *The Capricornian*, *North Queensland register*, and *The Bulletin*, CSydney

3800 Hornibrook. p. 49.

- **WORKS**

  - **POEMS, COLLECTED**


3802 *The spirit of the west; or, Ballads of cattle land*. 2nd ed. Sydney, Dymock's Book Arcade, 1944. 72 p.

- **WORKS**

  - **POEMS, SINGLE**

The contents of 3801-3802 are not repeated as such in this section.


LITERATURE
- MCLENNAN, LEX, 1909-1969
- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE (cont.)

3816 'Gray days of despair', *CQH*, 13 Jan. 1938, p. 8.
LITERATURF:

- McLENNAN, LEX, 1909-1969

- WORKS - POEMS. SINGLE (cont.)

3841 'Storm horses', CQH. 9 Apr. 1931, p. 2.
3842 'They may not ride again', The BuZZetin, CSydneyl, 16 Dec. 1942, p. 12.
3845 'Wonga', The Bulletin, CSydneyl, 16 Apr. 1941, p. 16.

- MAYNARD, DONALD, b. 1937

Born in Rockhampton.


- WORKS - POEMS. COLLECTED

3850 - - Reviewed by David Martin, The Bulletin, CSydneyl, 15 Dec. 1962, p. 44. "These are as yet shorthand notes towards an individual poetry".

3853 - - Reviewed, New poetry, vol. 19, no. 6, Dec. 1971, p. 38. "The poems are delicate, fragile, and constantly in risk of becoming slight".

- WORKS - POEMS. SINGLE

The contents of 3848 and 3852 are not repeated as such in this section.

3854 'At that time', Overland, no. 44, winter 1970, p. 45.
3856 'Crystal-clear', Australian poetry, 1964, p. 80.
3857 'Dawn', Poetry Australia, no. 44, 1972, p. 41.
LITERATURE

- MAYNARD, DONALD, b. 1937
- - WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE (cont.)

3858 'Friendly plants', *Overland*, no. 48, winter 1971, p. 47.
3860 'Iconograph', *Aspect*, spring 1975, p. 29.
3861 'Introspection', *Verse in Australia*, 1961, p. 36.
3862 'Largs Bay', *SoutherZy*, 1961, no. 3, p. 27.
3863 'Metamorphosis', *Overland*, no. 17, autumn 1960, p. 22.
3864 'Moving poem', *Literary review*, vol. 7, no. 2, winter 1963/64, p. 313.
3866 'One funeral is very much like any other', *Arna*, 1962, p. 99.
3868 'Recalling', *Overland*, no. 48, winter 1971, p. 43.
3870 'Roses', *Galadhrn*, 1960, p. 75.
3871 'Song of the half-caste', *SoutherZy*, 1959, no. 4, pp. 225-226.
3873 *Talking about the moon*, *Poet*, vol. 13, no. 3, Mar. 1972, Pacific number, p. 49.
3874 *Tercets*, *New poetry*, vol. 6, no. 2, Feb. 1959, p. 7.
3875 *13½ hours*, *Overland*, no. 14, autumn 1959, p. 10.
3876 'Thoughts at the opening of the Adelaide Arts Festival', *Overland*, 17 Apr. 1960, p. 40.
3879 'Western beach', *SoutherZy*, 1958, no. 2, p. 87.
- - WORKS - SHORT STORIES, SINGLE


- NIXON, FRANCIS HODGSON 1832-1883

Lived in Rockhampton, 1878-1883. Editor of *Daily Northern Argus* - J.H. Hornibrook (3882) Architect and surveyor (1035)

3882 Hornibrook. p. 56.
LITERATURE

- NIXON, FRANCIS HODGSON, 1832-1883 (cont.)

3883 *Nixon, Frank. Letters (2) to A.G. Stephens. 11 Apr. 1905 suggesting poems by Francis Hodgson Nixon for inclusion in a proposed anthology, sending a copy of: Burial of Burke and Wills; funeral ode; 24 Apr. 1905, arranging to lend Stephens a copy of the book of poems. (Hayes mss. collection 2/1920-1921)

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE


- NOON, FREDERICK ROY, 1891-1945

3886 Hornibrook. p. 57.

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

- LITERATURE

- NOON, FREDERICK ROY, 1891-1945

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE (cont.)


RML

- "PERCY", pseud. fl. 1914.

3888 Hornibrook. p. 60.

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


ML

- PORTEOUS, RICHARD SYDNEY ("STANDBY"), 1897-1963

"Of later writers I think Rockhampton can lay claim to Sidney Csic Porteous, who lived for many years in the district and married a Rockhampton girl" - G. Westacott (3545)


3894 [Typescript copy of biographical notes included on jacket of Cattleman]. [1960]

QU

- WORKS - NOVELS


RML


CIAE


(Pacific books)

ML

LITERATURE
-

PORTEOUS, RICHARD SYDNEY ("STANDBY"), 1897-1963
-

WORKS (cont.)


CIAE RML


3903 Sailing orders, Sydney, Dynock's Book Arcade, 1949. 205 p. RML


3905 - - Reviewed by H.M. Green, Southerly, 1950, no. 4, p. 184.

- - WORKS - NOVELS FOR CHILDREN

"Novels intended chiefly for young readers but enjoyed by adults" - dust jacket of The silent isles.


3908 Tambai Island. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1955. 178 p. RML

3909 The Tambai treasure; illustrated by Wal Stackpool. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1958. [v], 169 p., illus. ML


- - WORKS - SHORT STORIES, COLLECTED


RML


CIAE RML
LITERATURE

- PORTEOUS, RICHARD SYDNEY ("STANDBY"), 1897-1963
- WORKS - SHORT STORIES, COLLECTED (cont.)


CIAE ML

Source: Fryer Library card index to Australian literature.

- WORKS - SHORT STORIES, SINGLE

The contents of 3911, 3913 and 3914 are not repeated as such in this section.

3916 'Aboard the Reefbird', The Buzzetin, CSydneyl, 26 Jun. 1946, pp. 7, 32.
3918 'The bar', The Buzzetin, CSydneyl, 23 Aug. 1944, p. 4.
3919 'Bill', The Buzzetin, CSydneyl, 22 Dec. 1948, pp. 10, 32.
3920 'Black Boy', The Buzzetin, CSydneyl, 18 Aug. 1948, pp. 6, 32.
3921 'Confidence', The Bulletin, [Sydney], 21 May 1947, pp. 6-7, 32; Coast to coast, 1947, pp. 213-227.
3922 - Reviewed by E. Liggins, Southerly, 1949, no. 2, pp. 100-102, p. 101: "a pleasing vivour in the clean strong prose. . . ."
3923 'Conscience', The Buzzetin, CSydneyl, 2 Apr. 1958, pp. 32-34, 56-57.
3928 'Fear', The Buzzetin, [Sydney], 23 Sep. 1953, pp. 22-23, 34.
3929 'Finito', The Buzzetin, [Sydney], 12 Jan. 1955, pp. 20-23, 34.
3931 'Floodwaters', The Buzzetin, CSydneyl, 27 Mar. 1946, p. 4.
3932 'The hard way', The Bulletin, CSydneyl, 6 May 1953, pp. 22-23, 34.
3934 'Here comes the bride', The Buzzetin, CSydneyl, 5 Apr. 1944, p. 4.

405
LITERATURE

- PORTEOUS, RICHARD SYDNEY ("STANDBY") 1897-1963

- WORKS - SHORT STORIES, S I N G (cont.)

3936 'High finance', The BuZZetin, CSydneyl, 24 Sep. 1952, pp. 20, 22-23, 31; Coast to coast, 1953/54, pp. 113-122.
3937 'Hoodoo ship', The BuZZetin, CSydneyl, 14 Mar. 1951, p. 4.
3938 'The house on the water', The BuZZetin, CSydneyl, 18 Jul. 1945, pp. 24-25.
3939 'The ill wind', The BuZZetin, [Sydney], 20 Aug. 1958, pp. 32-34, 56-57.
3943 'Jettisoned by cargo', The BuZZetin, CSydneyl, 15 Feb. 1950, pp. 22-23, 32.
3944 'Light in the darkness', The BuZZetin, CSydneyl, 19 Feb. 1947, pp. 6-7, 32.
3945 'Little known of these waters', The Bulletin, CSydneyl, 9 Feb. 1944, p. 4.
3946 'The luck of the game', fie BuZZetin, [Sydney], 31 Oct. 1945, pp. 24-25.
3947 'The lure of the islands', The BuZZetin, CSydneyl, 30 Mar. 1960, p. 32-33, 44-45.
3948 'McPhee, of the S.S. Tekong', The BuZZetin, CSydneyl, 8 Aug. 1945, pp. 24-25.
3949 'A matter of judgment', The BuZZetin, [Sydney], 11 Dec. 1946, pp. 6-7, 33.
3951 'Once a fisherman', The BuZZetin, CSydneyl, 23 Feb. 1944, p. 4.
3953 'The plank', fie BuZZetin, CSydneyl, 14 Nov. 1945, p. 4.
LITERATURE

- PORTEOUS, RICHARD SYDNEY ("STANDBY"), 1897-1963

- WORKS - SHORT STORIES, SINGLE (cont.)


3961 'Settled out of court', The Bulletin, CSydney, 4 Nov. 1953, pp. 22, 34.


- RATTENBURY, MARY, (McINTYRE), 1878-1937


3966 Hornibrook. p. 63.

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED

LITERATURE

- RATTENBURY, MARY, (McINTYRE), 1878-1937
- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED (cont.)


- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

The contents of 3967 are not repeated as such in this section.
LITERATURE

- RATTENBURY, MARY (McINTYRE), 1878-1937
  - WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE (cont.)

3969 Hero children of the state. Rockhampton, printed at City Printing Works, [1916?] single sheet (folded)
JOL NL

3970 Written on the day the Germans sank the Lusitania - May 8th, 1925. Rockhampton, printed at City Printing Works, 1915. single sheet (folded)
JOL NL

- RHODES, FREDERICK CECIL, 1877?-1964
  Journalist, historian.
  - WORKS - NOVELS

3971 'Broadcasting the tea race'; by "Junius", CQH, 8 Nov. 1934, p. 50; 15 Nov., p. 50; 22 Nov., p. 50; 29 Nov., p. 50; 6 Dec., p. 82; 13 Dec., p. 55; 20 Dec., p. 54; 27 Dec., pp. 55-56; 3 Jan., 1935, pp. 54-55; 10 Jan., pp. 54-55; 17 Jan., pp. 54-55. Also published separately Rockhampton, 1934 - NL catalogue.

- WORKS - SHORT STORIES, SINGLE


- ROBISON, WILLIAM HERBERT, 1820-1908
  One of the Rockhampton group of poets. Editor of The Daily Northern Argus. Secretary, Central Queensland Territorial Separation League.

3973 Hornibrook. p. 65.

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

3974 Australia at the front: a poem ... snap shots; nothing more... Rockhampton, printed at the "Morning Bulletin" Office, 1903. 33 p. After the Boer War.
RML

3975 The Queen's Diamond Jubilee: an ode; by William Herbert Robison, Honorary Secretary, Central Queensland Territorial Separation League, Rockhampton, June 22nd, 1897. Rockhampton, Muir & Morcom, printers, 1897. 11 p.
RML

- ROGERS, GEORGE HERBERT, 1872-1926

3976 Hornibrook. p. 65.
LITERATURE

- ROGERS, GEORGE HERBERT, 1872-1926 (cont.)

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


CIAE RML

- SCOTT, RONALD H.

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


RML

- SHORLEY, EZRA THOMAS, 1868-1946

"Lived at Rockhampton for many years, where he died" (3979)

3979 Hornibrook. p. 67.

*Poetic reflections in rhyme and reason. Brisbane, Pole Print, 1937. 52 p.

The contents of 3980-3981 are not repeated as such in this section. 


JOL
- SHORLEY, EZRA THOMAS, 1868-1946
- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE (cont. I)


- SIGSWORTH, LOUIS ARTHUR, 1880-1943

"Lived in Rockhampton some time before his death there" - Hornibrook (3997) Very prolific contributor to CQH, 1930-1938.

3997 Hornibrook. p. 67.
- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


JOL M.


JOL

LITERATURE

SIGSWORTH, LOUIS ARTHUR, 1880–1943

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED (cont.)


- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

The contents of 3998–3999, and 4001 are not repeated as such in this section.

4002 'Our boarding house review', Aussie, Sep. 1926, p. 29.

- WORKS - PROSE


- STRUTT, FREDERICK LAWRENCE, b. 1897

4004 Hornibrook: p. 73.

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED

RML

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

The contents of 4005 are not repeated as such in this section.


- TAIT, ROBERT BURNS ("MARK MARATHON"), 1887–1929

Born at Yaamba, died at Canoona. Regular contributor to The Capricornian (4008)

4008 Hornibrook. p. 73.
LITERATURE.

- TAIT, ROBERT BURNS ("MARK MARATHON"), 1887-1929

- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED (cont.)

4009 *Australian poems.* (cont.) Sonnet to Miss B.C. on her thirteenth birthday anniversary. Lines to M. and N.S. To Baone. To Baone - regret. To Baone. Sonnet to E.M., aged twelve years. Aventha. To Miss N. To - . To J.W.A. Sonnet to A.F, on her birthday anniversary. Lines to Nellie B. My sister. 

4010 Poems, 1902-1914. 146 p. Ms. Also poems on single sheets with envelopes and letters to his wife/future wife, Millie Munro, 1906-1914. 

JOL

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

The contents of 4009-4010 are not repeated as such in this section.

4011 *The British poet's hymn of love to Germany;* by the Australian National Poet. Rockhampton, Federal Press, 1915. 14 p. Poem, with preface. "This poem is the concluding portion of a complete work entitled 'The Kaiser's dream'."

NL


ML

- TOMKINS, EDWARD CURETON ("JACKYE KNOW NOTHING"), 1860-1931

4013 Hornibrook. p. 75.

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE


JOL

- VALLIS, VALENTINE THOMAS b. 1916

Educated at Rockhampton State High School.


4016 Hornibrook. p. 76.


4020 Thomas, Lyn. "Portrait of the artist as a young man'. University of Queensland, Dept. of External Studies. DESS, no. 8, 1974, pp. 31-32.
The scene of the play is a Central Queensland fishing port. The time about 1945..."
- **VALLIS, VALENTINE THOMAS**, b. 1916 (cont.)

- **WORKS** - **POEMS**, SINGLE

The contents of 4022 and 4026 are not repeated as such in this section.


4036 'Caves', *Moonabula quill*, vol. 7, no. 4, Nov. 1965, p. 32.


4038 'China service', *Galmahra*, 1949, p. 27.


4048 'For this the tide: (for D.B.W.)', *Australian poetry*, 1949/50, p. 57.

4049 'The gannet and the soldier', *Meanjin*, vol. 14, no. 3, spring 1945, pp. 174-175.

4050 'High tide by night', *Australian poetry*, 1951/52, p. 69.

4051 'In the library', *Galmahra*, 1948, p. 10; *Makar*, no. 9, Sep. 1961, p. 6.


4054 'Leave day: Roma Falls (Port Moresby) To A.H. 1', *Poetry*, CMelbournel, no. 15, Jun. 1945, pp. 16-17.

LITERATURE

- VALLIS, VALENTINE THOMAS, b. 1916

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE (cont.)

4061 'The pelicans', The Bulletin, CSydney, 12 Dec. 1945, p. 34.
4062 'The rider', The Buzzetin, CSydney, 16 May 1945, p. 25.
4063 'The river', Poetry, [Melbourne], no. 12, Sep. 1944, p. [13]
4066 'Shipwright', The Buzzetin, CSydney, 28 Mar. 1945, p. 12.
4067 'A soldier's spring song', Poetry, [Melbourne], no. 16, 1945, p. 25.
4069 'Songs of the east coast', The Buzzetin, CSydney, 20 Dec. 1944, p. 33.
4072 'The two wharves', The Buzzetin, CSydney, 10 Apr. 1946, p. 14; Jindyworobak anthology, 1946, p. 60; An Anthology of Australian verse; chosen by George Mackaness. 2nd ed. Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1952, pp. 365-366.
4074 'Wave-break', Australian poetry, 1953, p. 47.
4075 'Winter morning', The Buzzetin, CSydney, 28 Aug. 1946, p. 2.

- VOWLES, GEORGE, 1846-1928

Headmaster of Allenstown State School in the late 1870s.

4076 Hornibrook. p. 78.
LITERATURE

- VOWLES, GEORGE, 1846-1928 (cont.)


4078 The Queensland centenary anthology; edited by R.S., Byrnes and Val Vallis. Melbourne, Longmans, 1559, p. 304.

WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED


- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE


- WATERS, RON, fl. 1955.

Worker at Central Queensland Meat Export Co.

- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE

4082 Hornibrook. p. 81.

- WOOD, JOHN HENDERSON, 1881?-1955

Window cleaner and writer of political tracts. Wrote under the pseudonyms of "Brasso" and "John'O'Rokie".

4082 Hornibrook. p. 81.
LITERATURE
- WOOD, JOHN HENDERSON 1881?-1955 (cont.)
- WORKS - POEMS, COLLECTED
4083 Through the window: (a window cleaner views the world)
Melbourne, [the Author], 1937. 536 p., port. pp. 509-536: 'Poems and pensées'.
RDHS PML
- WORKS - POEMS, SINGLE
4084 With greetings and compliments from J.H. Wood, Rockhampton.
Rockhampton, Federal Press, 19-1 Photocopy of single sheet (folded) On verso: 'Apollo and Euterpe', poem, and Wishing you...
PML

MAPS
4085 Coral Sea coast, Brisbane-Cooktown, Sydney, Robinson.
1:9731 1 sheet. Col. 100x74 cm Map no. 720. Scale: 1:950,400. Includes street map of Rockhampton (4)
Scale: 1:12,672, and road maps.
CIAE
4086 Map of Rockhampton. 16x26 cm Scale: 1:12,600, Pugh's almanac, 1899, p. 1008. Street map.
RDHS
RDHS
RDHS
CIAE
CIAE
PRIVATELY OWNED

PRIVATELY OWNED


A.E. Hermann (2715) vol. 1, p. 23, lists all mayors of Rockhampton with dates of office. Alderman R.B.J. Pilbeam, elected mayor in 1952, has, in 1979, been mayor for 27 years in succession.


Rockhampton had 45 mayors in 94 years - many were leading citizens - several became parliamentarians. 1955] 44 leaves, ports. Typescript. Published in *The Morning bulletin*, 26 Aug. 1955. City centenary supplement, p. 3.


**MONUMENTS**

- ARCHER MEMORIAL
  - Toonooba Park, River Bank.
  - Photographs, etc.

1957. Archer memorial, Rockhampton. Photograph. (A. Musgrave) 9x11 cm b&w. In his Albums of photographs taken on a visit to Thirsty Sound. vol. 2 (PX A12 - ML) ML.

- CANOONA GOLD RUSH MONUMENT
  - Photographs, etc.

Sketch of proposed commemorative stone at Canoona for the Rockhampton Historical Society. Drawing. (E.A. Hegvold, Architect) 45x36 cm b&w. With details of the inscription.

RDHS
MONUMENTS

- CANOONA GOLD RUSH MONUMENT

- Photographs, etc. (coni. I

4100 1965. Canoona, gold field: monument. Photograph. 15x21 cm. b&w.
RDHS

RDHS

- HARTLEY MEMORIAL, EAST STREET

4102 'Hartley memorial to be moved'. Cutting from MB, 26 Jul.
1961 - RDHS file. Memorial to Methodist minister to be moved from outside Post Office to the middle of East Street.
RDHS

- TROPIC OF CAPRICORN SPIRE

Formerly marked by a line.

- Photographs, etc.

4103 1957. Tropic of Capricorn line, Rockhampton. Photograph. (A. Musgrave) 21x12 cm. b&w. In his Albums of photographs taken on a visit to Thirsty Sound. vol. 2 (PX A12 - ML)
ML

4104 [196-?] [The Tropic of Capricorn spire] 3 photographs. (The Morning Bulletin) 15x21 cm., 21x15 cm. b&w.
RML

- WAR MEMORIAL, BOTANIC GARDENS

4105 'Gardens gun was used in service on HMS Powerful'. illus. Cutting from MB 16 Nov. 1967 - RDHS file. The gun came from Rockhampton about 1910. Moved to near war memorial.
RDHS

- Photographs, etc.

4106 [1919] Unveiling the memorial of "The Great War", 1914-1918, at the Botanic Gardens, Rockhampton. 2 photographs. 16x12 cm. b&w.
RDHS

4107 [192-] War memorial. 2 photographs. 20x15 cm. b&w.
RDHS

4108 Cca. 1920 Botanic Gardens. War memorial. Photograph. 16x12 cm. b&w.
RML

4109 Cca. 1930 Botanic Gardens, War memorial. Photograph. 8x11 cm. sepia.
JOL
"Rockhampton named by C. Archer and WH. Wiseman in 185[6] by reason of the rocks in the river at the foot of Albert Street, and the English word "hampton" or village. The native name was Woorannahie, meaning Kangaroo Ground. (4113) p. 5.

4110 'The foundation and naming of Rockhampton'. Ms copy from Sydney mail, 4 May, 1895. 4 leaves.
RDHS

CTAE RML

4112 'Naming of town'. in, The Morning bulletin, 26 Aug. 1955. City centenary supplement, p. 2. Gives two versions of the naming (not including incorrect one that named after English village)

RDHS

NATURAL HISTORY

RML

CTAE RML

CTAE RML


CTAE RML

- BOTANY

- BOTANY  (cont.)


4125 Thozet, Anthelme, 1826?-1878. 'List of some of the roots and fruits used as vegetable food by the Aborigines of northern Queensland, Australia', in, Intercolonial Exhibition of Australasia, Melbourne, 1866-67. Official record, containing introduction, catalogues, reports, and awards of the juries, and essays and statistics on the social and economic resources of the Australasian colonies. Melbourne, Blundell & Co., printers, 1867. pp. 259-263.

4126 Thozet, Anthelme, 1826?-1878. Notes on some of the roots, tubers, bulbs and fruits, used as vegetable food by the Aborigines of northern Queensland, Australia. Rockhampton, printed by WH Buzacott, 'Bulletin' Office, 1866. 16 p. Some copies have 20 p. and include Addenda, pp. 17-20. Gives botanical name, common name and Aboriginal name. Location and use. Also of interest for reference to Rockhampton Museum building fund. CIAE RML
NATURAL HISTORY:

- BOTANY (cont.)


- Photographs, etc.

4128 Cca. 19101 Bottle tree, Rockhampton district. Glass negative. [Farmer] 16x12 cm.

- GEOLOGY


DEPT. OF MINES, BRISBANE

4131 East, J.D. 'Geology of Glenmore district, Rockhampton'. map, QGMJ. vol. 46, no. 525, Jul. 1945, pp. 199-201.


DEPT. OF MINES, BRISBANE


QU DEPT. OF GEOLOGY

4134 Hill, Dorothy and Maxwell, W.G.H. Elements of the stratigraphy of Queensland; by D. Hill and W.G.H. Maxwell, Brisbane, University of Queensland Press, 1962. vii, 71 p., illus., maps, p. 34: 'Rockhampton group'.

ML

4135 Hill, Dorothy and Maxwell, W.G.H. Elements of the stratigraphy of Queensland. 2nd ed. St. Lucia, Qld., University of Queensland Press, 1967. [iv], 78 p., diagrs., illus., maps. References to the Rockhampton district.

RML


RML


4141 Kilpatrick, Andrew. An investigation of the swelling characteristics of black soil at the CIAE. [1973] iv, 45 leaves. Typescript. CIAE Civil Engineering Dept. final year student project.


NATURAL HISTORY
- GEOLOGY (cont.)


4148 Smith, James, 1829-1891. Contributions to the geology of central Queensland. 1892. 59 p., illus., port. Cuttings arranged in album by W. Kidston - RML. Includes reports of Natural History Society proceedings and letters to the editor, 1885-1888. Geology of the Caves. The geology of Rockhampton. Geology on the Athelstane Range. Lake's Creek fossils. Geology at Stanwell. Neerkol fossils. Mount Morgan. On the discovery of fossils at Rockhampton, are some of the titles. RML


- Maps


- CAVES

4154 Brown, A.L. Mt. Etna conservation: a history of arbitrariness. £19751 6 p., illus., map. Reprinted from Australian Speleological Federation 10th biennial conference proceedings. DEPT. OF MINES, BRISBANE
NATURAL HISTORY
  - GEOLOGY
  - CAVES (cont.)

4155 Christensen, J. 'Olsen's Caves, near Rockhampton'. illus., map, QGMJ, vol. 4, no. 42, Nov. 1903, pp. 572-577.


4164 Olsen, Lillian K. ['The discovery of Olsen's caves'] 1954. 2 leaves. Ms. Letter to RDHS. RDHS.


4166 Rands, William H. 'Olsen's and Johansen's Caves, near Rockhampton', map, plate, QVP, 1892, vol. 4, pp. 435-439, Also published as Queensland. Geological Survey. Publication. no. 86 - DEPT. OF MINES, BRISBANE, Description of the caves, and decision that the collection of bat guano is uneconomic.

4167 Smith, James, 1829-1891. The early days of Olsen's Caves as seen through a geologist's eyes... with a foreword by.. T. Olsen. Rockhampton, Record Print, 1964. 53 p., illus., port, Written in 1886. Discovered by John Olsen on his selection. RDHS RML.
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NATURAL HISTORY
- GEOLOGY
- CAVES (cont.)


ORNITHOLOGY


4171 Barker, G.H. 'Narrative of proceedings at the Twenty-Third Congress and camp of the R.A.O.U.' illus., The Emu vol. 24, 1924/25, pp. 208-217.

4172 Barnard, Charles Ashmale, 1867-1942. 'Coomooboolaroo (A.) notes', The Emu vol. 4, 1904/05, pp. 67-68.

4173 Barnard, Charles Ashmale, 1867-1942. 'Notes from "Coomooboolaroo"', The Emu vol. 23, 1933/34, pp. 251-252.

4174 Barnard, Charles Ashmale, 1867-1942. 'A review of the bird life on Coomooboolaroo Station, Duaringa district, Queensland, during the past fifty years'. plates, The Emu vol. 24, 1924/25, pp. 252-263.


4180 Brookes, G.B. 'Report on investigations in regard to the spread of prickly pear by the scrub-turkey'; by G.B. Brookes, Instructor in Agriculture, Rockhampton, The Emu vol. 18, part 4, April 1919, pp. 288-292. As a result of investigations at Rockhampton Botanic Gardens, and communications from R.J. Macarthy and P.F. Macdonald, "not an active agent in spreading prickly pear".
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NATURAL HISTORY

- ORNITHOLOGY (cont.)

4181 Cooper, Roy P. *Birds of a salt-field*, 2nd ed. Melbourne, Imperial Chemical Industries of Australia and New Zealand, 1966. xi, 67 p., illus. The company's salt-field in South Australia is used as a basis for this book. Reference is made in the introduction to the Port Alma salt-field and to variations in species found there.

RML

4182 DeVis, Charles Walter, 1829-1915. 'The black cockatoo' Microform from *The Queenslander*, 27 Mar. 1880, p. 403. By "Thickthorn".

CIAE


CIAE

4184 DeVis, Charles Walter, 1829-1915. 'The white-throated Geryon', (The naturalist) Microform from *The Queenslander*, 22 May 1880, p. 690. By "Thickthorn".

CIAE


CIAE


JOL QU


- Photographs, etc.

4189 1957. *Ibis at lagoons near Rockhampton*. 3 photographs. (A. Musgrave) 9x11 cm. in. In his, *Albums of photographs taken on a visit to Thirsty Sound*. vol. 2. (PX A12 - ML) ML


- ZOOLOGY


- CLIMATE

4199 Lumholtz, Karl Sofus, 1851-1922. 'My life of exploration'. Natural history, vol. 31, no. 3, May/June, 1921, pp. 225-243. His visit to the Archers at Gracemere where he collected for a few months.

4200 Wilkins, Sir George Hubert. Undiscovered Australia: being an account of an expedition to tropical Australia to collect specimens of the rarer native fauna for the British Museum. 1923-1925. London, Benn, 1928, xi, 9-292 pp., map (folded.) plates. pp. 97-105: 'Westwood, near Rockhampton'.
NEASPAPERS AND PERIODICALS

RML


RDHS


4206 [Ryan, James A.] History of Rockhampton 'newspapers. 1956. 56 leaves. Typescript. (Westacott papers - RDHS)
RDHS

- THE 'ARTESIAN

The weekly of The Evening news.

4207 The Artesian. Rockhampton, Apr. 1919-Dec. 1929; ceased publication; weekly. 2 Jan. 1930 merged with The Capricornian to form The Central Queensland herald.

- THE CAPRICORNIAN

The weekly of The Morning bulletin.

4208 The Capricornian. Rockhampton, 1875-1929; ceased publication; weekly. 2 Jan. 1930 merged with The Artesian to form The Central Queensland herald.
SL.VIC. 1892-1929

4209 The Capricornian. 'From our back files'. 1875-1907. (J.G. Pattison's newspaper cuttings collection. series 6, no. 4-58 - RDHS)
RDHS

- THE CENTRAL QUEENSLAND HERALD

A successful community weekly in the 1930s.

4210 The Central Queensland herald. Rockhampton, 2 Jan. 1930-29 Nov. 1956; ceased publication; weekly. Formed by the merger of The Artesian and The Capricornian.
SL.VIC. (impf.)
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS (cont.)

- CENTRAL QUEENSLAND TIMES

Started by group of Rockhampton businessmen, including George Wilkinson in 1882 (MB, 26 Aug. 1882)

4211 Central Queensland times. Rockhampton. 1882-? ; [new series], no. 1, 3 Nov. 1888-no. 64, 25 Jan. 1890; ceased publication; weekly.

- THE CORNUCOPIAN

"an independent journal of life, liberty, and democracy". Edited by E.N. Rogers. Satirical paper, containing 'Hits and bits' by Laughing Jackass.


RDHS vol. 1, no. 1, 1 Jan. 1901-vol. 1, no. 3. 1 Mar. 1901.


RDHS

- THE CRITIC

Founded 1903 by A.C. Anderson, Labor paper "devoted to critical comment and democracy". Chatty, humorous style.

4214 The Critic. Rockhampton. no. 1, 2 May 1903-no. 1464, May 1931; ceased publication; weekly

JOL no. 1, 2 May 1903-no. 1464, May 1931.

- THE EVENING NEWS

Rival of The Morning bulletin, presenting more radical viewpoint.

4215 The Evening news. Rockhampton. 1862-Jul. 1941; ceased publication: daily (formerly 3 a week) As The Northern argus (1862-74), The Daily northern argus (1875-96), The Daily record (1897-1922) these three titles being numbered in one sequence. The Evening news begins new series of numbers.


- Photographs, etc.

4226 Cca. 18801 The old Argus office. Rockhampton. Photograph. (Wilder) 6x9 cm. sepia. On verso: "Taken in a storm".

RDHS

- THE MORNING BULLETIN

Editors: W.H. Buzacott, John Blair, W. McIlwraith, G. Westacott, A. Dann (4220)
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NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS

- THE MORNING BULLETIN (cont.)

4217 The Morning bulletin. Rockhampton, no. 1, 9 Jul. 1861-; daily. Formerly The Rockhampton bulletin and northern Queensland advertiser.


4218 - Dobbs, John, 'From the old hand - a glimpse of the past.' From MB, 13 Jul. 1933. (J.C. Pattison's newspaper cuttings collection: series 6, no. 27 - RDHS)
RDHS

4219 - 'Editor retires'. Cutting from MB, 1 Aug. 1964 - RDHS file. George Westacott's retirement as editor of The Morning bulletin.
RDHS

RDHS


CIAE 1964 1976

- Photographs, etc.

4222 Cxx. 1885 J The Morning Bulletin Office, East Street. Photograph. 10x14 cm. sepia, With staff outside. (Westacott papers - RDHS)
RDHS

- THE NORTH ROCKHAMPTON TIMES

J.R., Thackeray, editor. Continued until 1895 - The Sydney mail, 4 May 1895, p. 903 (5527)

4223 The North Rockhampton times and Blackall electorate advertiser. Rockhampton, 3 Jul. 1885-May?1895; weekly. Formerly The North Rockhampton times, formerly The Rockhampton Temperance advocate.

ML (vol. 1, no. 17, 3 Jul. 1885)-vol. 1, no. 9, 1 Sep. 1885; vol. 1, no. 13, 3 Oct. 1885-vol. 1, no. 23, 12 Dec. 1885.

4224 - Cooper, A.D. North Rockhampton times: Ca history 1,1951] C21 leaves. (RDHS. Paper. 5 Sep. 1951)
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS

- THE NORTH ROC-TOM TIMES (cont.)
- Photographs, etc.

4225 North Rockhampton Times office. Photograph. 10x15 cm. sepia. With 6 staff members outside.
RDHS

- THE PEOPLE'S NEWSPAPER


- THE ROCKHAMPTON EVENING NEWS

Not to be confused with the Evening news.


- ROC-TON GENERAL ADVERTISER

Similar periodicals with different titles, 1880-1891.

4228 Chorus; and dramatic & musical critique & advertiser. Rockhampton. vol. 8, no. 29, 28 Nov. 1885.
RDHS

4229 Rockhampton general advertiser. Rockhampton. (RDHS file "Markets")
RDHS 21 Mar. 1891

4230 Theatrical gazette. Rockhampton, Cbetw. 188- to 189-?
RDHS 18 Mar. 1889

4231 Theatrical news and daily advertiser. Rockhampton; daily.
"Gratis to hotels and stores and theatre goers".
RDHS no. 7, 8 Jun. 1890

- THE ROCKHAMPTON LAUGHING JACKASS

Editor: M.L. Martin, who drew the cartoons and caricatures. Modelled on the Bulletin, [Sydney] Contains satirical comment on social and political events.

4232 The Rockhampton laughing jackass. Rockhampton, vol. 1, no. 1, 6 Oct. 1881-vol. 2, no. 11, 10 Jun. 1882; ceased publication; weekly. TML copy is bound with some of M.L. Martin's original drawings for the journal and with lithographs by H.G. Eaton.
FHL vol. 1, no. 1, 6 Oct. 1881-vol. 2, no. 11; 10 Jun. 1882

RDHS FHL

RDHS FHL
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NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS
- THE ROCKHAMPTON LAUGHING JACKASS (cont.)

- Caricatures and cartoons

Drawn by M.L. Martin for The Rockhampton laughing jackass.

4235 [1880] The Rockhampton [Laughing jackass], April 1st, 1880.
20 wash drawings in pencil. (M.L. Martin) 1 vol. 22x30 cm.
First page signed: M.L.M.
RDHS

4236 [1881?] Laughing jackass illustrations. 20 wash drawings in pencil. (M.L. Martin) 1 vol. 23x30 cm.
RML

4237 [1881?] Laughing jackass illustrations1 31 wash drawings in pencil.. (M.L. Martin) 1 vol. called Scrap album.
RML

4238 1882, Rockhampton notables. 40 wash drawings in pencil. (M.L. Martin) 1 vol. 26x27 cm. One dated 1882. Unsigned.
RML

- THE ROCKHAMPTON NEWS

Started by W.O. Hodgkinson.

4239 *The Rockhampton news. Rockhampton, 1865-1866: ceased publication. Sources: E. Marjoribanks (2282) School of Arts.
The rules, 1865 (4596)

- ROCKHAMPTON PUNCH

M.L. Martin a contributor.

4240 *Rockhampton punch. Rockhampton; 186-.. Sources: MB, 29 Aug. 1868, Ipswich punch (5437), vol. 2, no. 11, 15 Nov.
1866.

- SPARKS

Owned by militant minority movement.

4241 *Sparks. Rockhampton, 1930. Source: H.J. Gibney (5276), no. 373.

PLANNING

CIAE QIT

4243 Bowser, Donald Roy. A report on the feasibility of construction of a pedestrian mall in East Street. 1975. iv, 12 leaves, illus. Ms. CIAE Dept. of Arts Community Studies II student project.
CIAE DEPT. OF ARTS

CIAE DEPT. OF ARTS.
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PLANNING (cont.)
CEB CIAE (photocopy)


POLICE
Related material will be found under CRIME, CRIMINALS AND BUSH-RANGERS, and RACE RELATIONS. Annual reports of the Commissioner of Police, 1864- are published in *QVP*, *QLCJ* and *QEP*.

Biblog. Typescript. 'B.A. (Hon.) thesis, 1975. Includes material on 1850s and 1860s when Rockhampton was a frontier town.
QU DEPT. OF HISTORY

4248 'Correspondence in reference to Mr. F. Walker's complaint of aggression by the native police on Planet Creek', *QVP*, 1861, pp. 575-578. 'Letter' from Frederick Walker, 3rd April 1861, Mulallbin Post Office, via Rockhampton. Complaining that native police under Mr. Patrick attacked friendly blacks at Mr. Rolleston's station. Letter from W. O'C. Bligh, H.Q. Native Mounted Police, Rockhampton 21st May 1861.

4249 'Early police history'; by G.S. Cutting from *MB*, 1 Sep. 1975 - RDS file.


POLICE (cont.)

4254 Pattison, James Grant ("Battler"), 1862-1946. 'Duel with bushranger - man who captured early murderers', port. Cutting from The Sunday mail, 2 Jan. 1938. (J.G. Pattison's newspaper cuttings collection. series 4, no. 8 - RDHS) Sub-inspector of police at Rockhampton, arrested Harry Hunter, the bushranger.

4255 Pattison, James Grant ("Battler"), 1862-1946. Lieutenant Taylor Powell - early day murder. (1938) 5 leaves. (His Typescript articles for newspapers. folder 5 - RDHS) Another version of his articles on the Fanny Briggs murder.

4256 Pattison, James Grant ("Battler"), 1862-1946. Sub-Inspector Elliott, who arrested. the central Queensland murderers. (1938?) 5 leaves. (His Typescript articles for newspapers. folder 5 - RDHS) The arrest of Harry Hunter, the outlaw.


4261 'Widow of the late George Elliott, Sub-Inspector of Police (Petition)', QVP, 1872, p. 1491. 'Petition of Catherine Elliott. Her husband was responsible for conviction of Griffin, quelling a riot on Morinish goldfield between Chinese and Europeans, and he remained at his post until murderers of Halligan convicted.

4262 [186-] Native police. Photograph. 6x10 cm. sepia. (Westacott papers - RDHS)

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT (cont.)

4263 (cont.) Examines the reason for Rockhampton voting against federation in the 1898 referendum, and suggests it was because of its manufacturing industries being protected by heavy tariff.

JOL


RDHS

4265 Mather, Lindsay D. The struggle: a brief outline of the early days of the labor movement in central Queensland. (1968) 8 leaves. (RDHS Paper. 3 Apr. 1968) Typescript.

RDHS


CIAE

- FEDERAL

Useful statistical information about election results is to be found in Australia. Parliament. Parliamentary papers.


CIAE JOL